Tax Carbon Emissions or Trade Them?  Economists Dig into the Problem
by Daniel Cusick
Sept. 12, 2014: Minneapolis -- When economist Richard Sandor founded the Chicago Climate Exchange more than a decade ago, the term "carbon market" wasn't part of the environmental lexicon, and the notion of placing a dollar value on CO2 and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) was considered revolutionary by his friends and radical by his critics.
But CCX, as the exchange came to be known, persevered and grew, in part because Sandor held fast to the belief that a commodities-style market, undergirded by a robust trading platform, was the best way to compel companies and institutions to reduce emissions and improve their environmental standing among peers and competitors.
Today, Sandor -- who is also credited with developing the 1st interest rate futures contract in the 1970s, while at the Chicago Board of Trade -- looks back on his grand experiment with a mix of pride in what CCX achieved in its 6-year run as a trading platform (trading ended in 2010) and defiance toward critics who said that GHG trading would never draw sufficient interest from policymakers, or the private sector, to become a mainstream environmental tool.
"Nobody thought it could work," Sandor told a crowd of fellow economists and others gathered at the University of Minnesota, his alma mater, last night.  "But it did work.  We eventually got 112 companies to join and sign onto a legally binding commitment to reduce emissions.  And we built an entity that was bigger than Germany in terms of total emission levels."
Moreover, some of CCX's pioneering members, such as American Electric Power Co., Cargill, DuPont, Ford Motor Co. and Motorola, went on to become industry leaders with respect to emission reductions, carbon disclosure, and other policies aimed at incorporating climate change concerns into executive and operational decision-making.
Sandor's remarks closed the 1st of 2 days of meetings and presentations here by leading economists from academia and the public and private sectors.  Many of them have been studying the anticipated effects of climate change and carbon pricing on the global economy for years, but have not shared their ideas in a public forum.
What is the cost of carbon?
The event is sponsored by the university's Department of Economics and the Heller-Hurwicz Economics Institute, which seeks to apply economic theory to real-world public policy concerns.  According to the institute's founding director, Varadarajan Chari, climate change has emerged as a primary focus area for economists who are seeking to design reliable models around the cost of carbon, and then advocate for policies that align financial incentives with environmental protection goals.
"There has been a lot of work understanding the physics behind the effects of greenhouse on climate and weather," Chari told reporters attending the conference on the university's Minneapolis campus.  "There's been dramatically less on something that we all think is just as important, which is what are the economic consequences of this induced climate change on outcomes."
While current economic valuations of carbon hover around $30 per ton, Chari said that many of the latest models estimate that the social cost of carbon is considerably higher, as much as $120 per ton, when factoring for both the known and lesser-known consequences of climate change.
Michael Greenstone, director of the Energy Policy Institute at the University of Chicago and the former chief economist of the Obama administration's Council of Economic Advisers, noted that while considerable progress has been made in understanding the science behind climate change, economists have struggled to understand and explain its societal costs.  That's because the effects of climate change vary across oceans, continents and societies, depending upon people's ability to adapt to such changes and mitigate against the most harmful effects.
For example, he said that research suggests the effect of a very hot day in India is roughly 20 times greater than the effect of a similarly hot day in the United States.
But, he noted, the only viable path to solving global climate change is for all countries -- rich and poor -- to develop and engage in emission reduction strategies.  How such strategies are designed and implemented will depend on a country or region's economic and social structures.
New EPA power plant rule may provide answers.
For the United States and other developed countries, the 2 most cited approaches are cap and trade and carbon taxes.  Both are controversial, and neither has garnered sufficient support in Congress to pass legislatively.  But Sandor remains convinced that trading programs -- such as those operating in California and in the Northeast via the 9-state Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative -- are the best path forward.
The proof, he said, of cap and trade's effectiveness lies in a Clean Air Act program spearheaded by the George H.W.  Bush administration to reduce emissions of acid rain-forming sulfur dioxide (SO2).
A generation ago, he said, acid rain was thought to be the nation's most intractable environmental problem.  As with CO2 today, there were dire predictions in the 1990s about how an aggressive approach to SO2 reduction would slow economic growth, drive up energy prices and disrupt the U.S. energy grid, as power plants scaled back production to remain under emission thresholds.
Yet none of those major disruptions occurred.  Instead, the United States made deep cuts to SO2 levels while experiencing economic expansion over much of the 1990s.
Sandor said he believes that success could be replicated under an Obama administration plan that forces across-the-board reductions CO2 from the electric power sector, but allows individual states to meet the rule with specific targets.  Roughly 1/2 the states would see power-sector CO2 reduction targets of 30 to 50% under EPA's plan, while 3 states would require cuts of greater than 50%.
"I would suggest here that the future of federal policy [on climate change] will be linked to the new clean air proposal that just came out from the EPA," he said.
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